Visceral adiposity index and longitudinal risk of incident metabolic syndrome: Korean genome and epidemiology study (KoGES).
Available data is insufficient to identify the influence of visceral adiposity assessed by visceral adiposity index (VAI) on incident MetS. This study was to evaluate the association of VAI with incident MetS. In a cohort of Korean genome epidemiology study, 5,807 free of MetS were followed-up for 10 years. They were subdivided into 3 tertile groups according to VAI score. Cox proportional hazard model was used to evaluate the hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidential interval (CI) [adjusted HRs (95% CI)] for MetS according to VAI tertiles. Subgroup analyses were conducted for VAI and waist circumference (WC). Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and area under curve (AUC) analyses were conducted to compare the discriminative ability for Mets among indices. The risk for MetS increased proportionally to VAI tertiles in all participants, which was similarly observed in both men and women. Subgroup analysis indicated that group with high VAI and low WC had the increased risk for MetS (all participants: 2.76 [2.48-3.07], men: 2.77 [2.40-3.19] and women: 2.55 [2.16-3.00]), compared with groups with low VAI and low WC. Group with low VAI and high WC generally had the higher adjusted HRs for MetS than group with the high VAI and low WC. In AUC analyses, WC had the highest discriminative ability for Mets. In conclusion, elevated VAI was significantly associated with the increased long-term risk of MetS. VAI is a useful supplementary to classic anthropometric indices in screening high risk group of MetS.